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Tecnikor Tecnikor was created with the idea of providing the market with a 
mobile glass roof system completely optimized, revolutionizing the concept of 
sliding roof, equipped with a carefully revolutionary design and improved 
substantially in its functionality, as well as with the ability to offer fully 
integrated solutions.

The company has a modern plant located in Zaragoza, with a CNC processing 
center and a large warehouse that allows to have a permanent stock, offering 
an agile response capacity. Our technical department controls the entire 
production process and performs all the tests of quality necessary for the 
production of your closure to achieve the total customer satisfaction.

Effective production is the key to reach our goals, thank you to our most 
advanced technology.

Customer support
In addition to a quality product, customer service is essential; all Tecnikor
members therefore have experience in the fastener industry and are trained to meet
the needs of our customers, always offering the best solution.

Design
Tecnikor roofs were designed by taking care of their appearance and creating the first 
complete closure system on the market. It is the first sliding roof that forgoes 
horizontal perfilery where, thanks to its design, all compatible options are integrated 
thus avoiding the need to make unsightly additions afterwards. 

Service and transport
Our integrated production management, together with an advanced facility, ensures
reliable delivery times. Our transportation network guarantees fast, safe and
customized deliveries.

Quality
All our products are tailor-made for our customers: our extensive production
control allows us to monitor all the processes.

Technical department
Our technical department with specific training in the field is able to carry out any
project, creating the necessary documentation for installation; all covers are
custom-designed for each client.

Advertising support
Thanks to our marketing department, which studies the best way to convey
advertising messages, we can offer our distributors the necessary tools
needed for sales.

Respect for the environment
We use glass and materials that promote energy efficiency.

VALUES
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APPLICATIONS

ENJOY THE NATURAL LIGHT
Spaces to expand, protect, climate, usable all year round, heedless of 
weather conditions. Designed to create open spaces without losing light. 
Tecnikor's sliding roof can protect your terrace or penthouse year-round 
without losing light. In combination with veranda awnings and glazing, you 
can enjoy your terrace 365 days a year, adapting its use to the different 
seasons or times of the day.

Thanks to our unique design without intermediate profiles, the visual 
impact will be less and more integrated into your terrace. Sliding roofs are 
not watertight and rely on the effective evacuation of the water, which 
cannot be stopped, it must be canalized; thanks to our design water flows 
directly into the gutter avoiding leaks. We let also allow air to circulate 
between the panels avoiding condensation in the glass that cause water to 
drip inside the installations.

Penthouse
Turn your terrace into your favorite corner, children going out to play, dinners, 
improvisations; relax, regardless of the day and without losing brightness inside your 
home, even on cloudy days the light will reach you contributing to energy saving. Thanks 
to our design, the terrace will remain open without taking away visibility and without 
disturbing the surroundings.

Hotels and Restaurants
Stop being afraid of weather. Stop worrying about rain. You will always 
maintain an optimal view of your surroundings. Take advantage of the most
of the light, even on cloudy days. On sunny days you can have your terrace 
in the open air, and when the weather conditions get worse, you will still 
have a terrace fully functional with the sky as a roof.
Your guests will always be protected, and thanks to the lights integrated into 
the system, you can offer them an ideal environment for dinners and events.

Terraces
Imagine having a pergola that does not steal light from your home, imagine having a 
garden to enjoy both winter and summer. All this is now possible thanks to Tecnikor's 
mobile and fixed roofs that will adapt to any space. In combination with any glazing 
system, you will have a garden that is open year-round. And if it gets too hot or the light 
is disturbing you, you will have the option of opening the fully integrated veranda 
awnings, controlling the atmosphere you desire at all times.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum width between lanes (glass dimension):
Laminated Safety Glass 4+4 = 1.300mm
Glass Camera 16mm or 24mm = 1.300mm
Polycarbonate 16mm or 25mm = 1.250mm
Sandwich panel 16mm or 24mm = 1.250mm
Sandwich panel 52mm or 82mm = no limit

FIXED ROOF (TKF)

THICKNESS
8 mm
16 mm
24 mm
52 mm
82 mm

4,5M
4,5M
4,5M

6M
6M

5M
6M

GLASS PC/SANDWICH SANDWICH
FIXED ROOF

Fixed Roof Guide
28.5mm Curved Joint

4+4 Safety Glass

Fixed Roof Guide
21mm Curved Joint

Camera Glass / Polycarbonate / 16mm 
Sandwich Panel

Fixed Roof Guide
14mm Curved Joint

Camera Glass / Polycarbonate / 24mm 
Sandwich Panel

FIXED ROOF PROFILES (TKF):

Maximum length (outer distance between wall and post):

TKF is a carefully designed lightweight fixed roof that can be made of 4+4 
safety glass, 16 or 24 mm double glass, 16 or 25 mm polycarbonate, 16 or 
24 mm sandwich panel. Water drainage is through a front gutter and through 
the downpipe of the inspectable pillar, which ensures its watertightness, 
preventing possible water filtration. Its design allows an easy cleaning, as 
there are no dirt stagnation areas around the perimeter.

Self-supporting fixed roofs are designed to increase living space in 
buildings: the thicknesses are 52 mm and 82 mm, made of two aluminum 
sheets with an extruded polystyrene core. Their design makes them easy to 
install thanks to the integrated PVC jointing system.
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QUALITY AND GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE:

We have specific sliding and fixed roof tests carried out in an approved laboratory, where we cer tify based on European regulations.
This cer tification assures you that choosing Tecnikor products is acquiring a quality product with all the guarantees:

- Wind resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12211:2017 “Windows and doors. Wind resistance”
- Water tightness test, according to standard: UNE-EN 1027:2017 “Windows and doors. Water tightness”.
- Snow resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12833:2011 “Roller blinds for skylights and verandas. Snow resistance”

FIXED ROOF (TKF)
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EVOLUTION ROOF PROFILES (TKF EVO):

EVOLUTION ROOF (TKF EVO)

TKF Evolution is the most innovative fixed roof on the market, with an up-to-date design with straight and propor tioned lines, a totally flat assembly 
that can be installed in any space, remaining totally integrated. Being completely straight, it is the perfect roof to combine with glass windows and 
awnings, creating unique spaces.

Aluminum covers, hidden screws, and integrated lights are the identity of TecniKor products, where finishing and trimming are primordial.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum length (outer distance between

wall and post): 4M (minimum slope 5%)

Maximum width between lanes (panel dimension):

Laminated Safety Glass 4+4 = 1.300mm

Glass Camera 16mm = 1.300mm

Polycarbonate 16mm = 1.250mm

Sandwich panel 16mm = 1.250mm

Sandwich panel 52mm or 82mm = no limit

Wall 
Profile 

Wall Tape 
Profile 

Evolution Guide 
Profile

Crossbar
Profile 

Gutter
Profile 

Trim
Profile 

Post
Profile 

Post Cover
Profile



 TKF EVOLUTION
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QUALITY AND GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE:

The company has specific tests for sliding and fixed roofs performed in an authorized laboratory that cer tifies based on European standards.
This cer tification assures you that by choosing Tecnikor products you are purchasing a quality structure with all the guarantees:

- Wind resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12211:2017 “Windows and doors. Wind resistance”
- Water tightness test, according to standard: UNE-EN 1027:2017 “Windows and doors. Water tightness”.
- Snow resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12833:2011 “Roller blinds for skylights and verandas. Snow resistance”
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SLIDING ROOF (TKM)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The TKM Sliding Roof is compatible with all the sliding glass and sun
protection systems on the market, without the need of retrofitting. The
beam is designed to be compatible with any glass doors brand and
can be integrated into the structure without any drilling.

Tecnikor TKM Sliding Roof is the only movable glass roof on the market that eliminates horizontal profiles to achieve a clean design, creating 
unique spaces that combine perfectly with existing glazing on the market, introducing the concept of profile-free roofing to the sliding roof.

It was impor tant for us to design a product easy to install and safe for the installer, so our roof is assembled from below, with no more opening 
and closing guides while balancing. Our system makes it possible to minimize risks and accidents, without the need to revisit the installation 
to solve glass waterproofing problems.

The TKM Sliding Roof works on bearings, in contrast to other brands that
work by sliding on floormats, we removed the mats from the guides and 
placed them in the panels, avoiding the usual sliding system issues.

By removing the
horizontal profiling,
on Tecnikor roofs
runoff water
circulates without
obstruction to the
gutter where it is
routed for later
evacuation.

Thanks to the 
homogeneous and 
contemporary design of
Tecnikor sliding roofs,
screws and motors are
hidden by extrusion
profiles.

New aluminum 
side caps and 
lower pillar trim.



DRIVE
Manual: operating by hand rod, being a bearing roof,

manual operation is simple and easy. A stopper is used

on the back side to prevent the panels from slipping.

Motorized: double motorized drive, to avoid torsion on

the panel and tension on the drive belts increasing

durability and reducing noise. The motor is hidden in the

cover with an aesthetic extruded cap that helps mitigate

noise. Option sensors available.With the possibility of sensor.

Maximum width between lanes (glass dimension):
- Laminated Safety Glass 4+4 = 1.300mm
- Glass Camera 16mm (3+3/ 6 /Tempered 4mm) = 1.300mm
- Polycarbonate 16mm = 1.500mm
- Sandwich panel 16mm = 1.500mm

TKM 66% Guide (3h) TKM 75% Guide (4h) TKM 80% Guide (5h) TKM 85% Guide (6h)

Maximum projection (outer distance between wall and post):

Maximum distance between posts:

Bearings Profile Sheet 8mm Profile Sheet 16mm Profile Closure 16mm Profile 

Top Wall 
Cover Profile 

Bottom 
Wall Profile 

Crossbar 
Profile 

Gutter 
Profile 

Trim 
Profile 

Post 
Profile 

Side 
Profile

Side / Post
Cover Profile

Corner
Profile

OPENINGS:

SLIDING ROOF PROFILES (TKM):

COMMON PROFILES (TKM-TKF):

TYPE           MANUAL              MOTOR          TYPE            MANUAL             MOTOR           
WITH GLASS DOORS
WITHOUT GLASS DOORS

66%
75%
80%
85%

66%
75%
80%
85%

3,5M
4,5M
NO
NO

3,5M
4,5M
5,5M
7,0M

4,5M
7,0M
8,0M
9,5M

4,5M
7,0M
8,0M
9,5M

SI

GLASS        PC/SAND.
5M                 6M

4,5M                 2M                 
4M                 5M

GLASS        PC/SAND.
NOGLASS POLYCARBONATE/SANDWICH

REINFORCED FRONT PROFILE

WITH GLASS DOORS
WITHOUT GLASS DOORS

SI

GLASS        PC/SAND.
   6M    5M
4,5M                 2M                 

GLASS        PC/SAND.
NO

REINFORCED LATERAL PROFILE
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Lights integrated into the structure without adding any accessory profiles, maintaining the line and performance of the system.
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SLIDING ROOF (TKM)

QUALITY AND GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE:

The company has specific tests for sliding and fixed roofs performed in an authorized laboratory that cer tifies based on European standards.
This cer tification assures you that by choosing Tecnikor products you are purchasing a quality structure with all the guarantees:

- Wind resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12211:2017 “Windows and doors. Wind resistance”
- Water tightness test, according to standard: UNE-EN 1027:2017 “Windows and doors. Water tightness”.
- Snow resistance test, according to standards: UNE-EN 12833:2011 “Roller blinds for skylights and verandas. Snow resistance”



SLIDING DOOR TKD
From TecniKor we have developed the TKD glass sliding system, which is the ideal complement for our roofs, since the weight of each doors relies on 
the lower frame, allowing the system to move horizontally to both sides.True to the philosophy of TecniKor, the TKD glass sliding system meets the 
expectations of the product, since the ver tical profiles of the doors are eliminated and glasses are fixed on the lower frame by pressure, avoiding sealants 
that degrade over time.

The panels are equipped with stops so that when one panel is opened or closed, all the others automatically move in the same direction.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Range of use:
-10mm tempered glass up to 3m height

- Dimensions: max. width of tempered glass 10mm of 1m

Installation options:
- Opening system: single or double

- Maximum width: 6 panels/side

Modular rail system:

Installation variants of the TKD glass sliding system:
Overlay Lower Frame                          Recessed Lower Frame

 

Upper frame profile allows compensation up to 20mm.

Forced opening protection through an upper locking system.

Door guiding system: Adjustable double wheel (maximum weight of 70 Kg/roller and 140 Kg/panel), which allows an height adjustment up to 7mm.
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Resistance
to WATER

1A

Resistance
to WIND

CLASS 6

Resistance
to AIR 

CLASS 1

Guaranteed waterproofing with the Lateral Frame Profile

Joint between panels for greater waterproofing by matting or PVC.

Forced opening protection by a top locking system.

Optimized side opening to facilitate water drainage and cleaning.

Operated by side lock, central lock or stainless steel handle.
With side blocking system by a recessed locking system for added security.

QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS
We have specific tests carried out in an approved laboratory, where we certify 
according to European standards.
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Follow us at:
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